
NEXTGEN 
PROBLEM LIST MAPPING 

Demonstration & Troubleshooting 

This demonstration reviews what has happened in 
the transition from the Chronic Conditions List of 
KBM 8.1 to the Problem List of KBM 8.3. 
 
This has been prepared with EHR 5.8 & KBM 8.3.  
Subsequent updates may display cosmetic & 
functional changes. 
 
Use the keyboard or mouse to pause, review, & 
resume as necessary. 



Overview 

•  To comply with governmental Meaningful 
Use guidelines, the new version of NextGen 
(KBM 8.3) changed the old Chronic 
Conditions List to the Problem List. 

•  This new Problem List must be defined 
via SNOMED diagnosis codes, which 
required that diagnoses on the old Chronic 
Conditions List be “mapped” to the new 
Problem List & SNOMED Codes. 



Overview 

•  For the majority of diagnoses, this 
conversion took place automatically during 
the upgrade.  This saved users a lot of 
work, but left us with some messy entries 
that you may want to review & clean up. 

•  Also, a number of diagnoses couldn’t be 
mapped, since there wasn’t a 1:1 correlation 
to a SNOMED code available.  For these, 
you’ll need to map the diagnosis over 
manually. 



This was the old the Chronic Conditions List. 



This is the new Problem List.  This is an example of a 
patient who had a lot of diagnoses mapped automatically. 



Notice all of these Notes.  These serve a couple purposes.  
First, they preserve any comments that were added to the 
old Chronic Conditions.  Second, they provide a sort of 
“audit trail” to explain how these diagnoses were first 
added, & how/when they were converted. 

While this is theoretically helpful, it creates a verbose, 
messy appearance that obscures any clinically useful 
comments that may have been carried over. 



And it carries this logorrhea  over to your visit note, 
making it needlessly long & harder to read. 

It would’ve been better if this “audit trail” 
documentation had been placed somewhere in the 
background, but it is what it is. 
 
So what can we do about it? 



Select one of the diagnoses & click Edit. 

We need to take this opportunity to update & correct 
the Problem :ist, so while we’re doing that, let’s get all 
this garbage out of our faces. 

This is actually the same as 
clicking the Problem Module (Dx) 
Icon on the tic-tack-toe board. 



Here the Problem List displays, & I’ve selected a diagnosis I 
want to adjust.  First, let’s say I’d rather this entry just 
read “Depression.”  Select the diagnosis & click Re-Code. 



Search for Depression.  When the entry 
you want displays, double-click it. 



The new terminology displays.  Now to address 
the overbearing notes, click View/Add Notes (1). 



If you had manually added this today, you 
could click Update Note to change it.  But 
since this was done by the system during 
the update, that option is grayed out. 

Instead, click Add Note. 



When done, click OK. 

If you have something clinically useful to add or 
retain from the existing notes, e.g. “Followed by 
AltaPointe,” type that here.  But if you don’t have 
anything you want to say, just type a period, or 
even just a blank space. 



Note that you haven’t removed the first comment, 
you’ve just added a new one.  This will be clinically 
useful going forward, but right now we’re just using the 
period to get the intrusive verbiage out of sight. 

When done, click Close. 



Since only the most recent note 
displays here, we’ve gotten the 
undesired note out of the way. 

But the number (2) indicates the total 
number of notes on this diagnosis, so if you 
ever need to review old notes, you can. 



Do the same thing for the rest of the list.  If a diagnosis is 
just totally wrong, you can click Delete.  You may have to do 
this for items that were erroneously entered on the old 
Chronic Conditions List in the first place. 

If the diagnosis was valid at one time, but 
is no longer pertinent or active, you can 
click Resolve.  A date stamp will be added, 
& you can enter notes as necessary. 



If a diagnosis is missing from the 
list, you can click Add Problem. 

When done, click the X to close 
out the Problem Module. 



Back on the Histories Tab, the unnecessary notes are hidden, 
just displaying the periods (or actual comments) that you’ve 
entered.  And this will be reflected in your visit note as well. 

But there’s something else to notice:  The red notice 
that there is Mapping Required.  This means there was an 
item on the old Chronic Conditions List that didn’t 
automatically map over.  Click Mapping Required. 



The old Chronic Conditions List is at the top. 

The new Problem List is at the bottom. 



Arthritis, shoulder didn’t map, probably because 
there were multiple mappings possible. 

If there were actually a correct match for this entry already 
listed, you could click Map to Existing Problem.  This can 
happen when there were redundant but differently-worded 
entries on the old Chronic Conditions List. 

If this entry were no longer pertinent, 
you could click Resolve Condition. 



To manually map this diagnosis, select 
it, then click Map to New Problem. 



Search for the diagnosis & double-click 
on your desired term. 



The diagnosis is removed from the top list & 
replaced by your chosen term on the bottom list. 

Alas, the excessive notation 
strikes again.  Click Close. 



The red Mapping Required notice is gone, but you’ve got 
the messy notes showing.  So you would need to get rid of 
these as illustrated above.  Knowing this, you might want 
to address any Mapping Required first, then deal with 
the comments, so you can take care of them all at once. 



A final thing to notice is that your notes 
will still include the old Chronic Conditions 
List in addition to the new Problem List. 

When you’ve mapped all of 
the old Chronic Conditions 
List to the new Problem 
List, this section disappears 
from your notes. 



This concludes the 
NextGen Problem Mapping 

demonstration. 

Light travels faster than sound.  That is why some 
people appear bright until you hear them speak. 
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